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Lesson Context 
 
BIG PICTURE of this 
UNIT: 
 

• mastery with algebraic skills to be used in our work with linear 
functions and equations.  

• understanding various properties of basic functions and linear 
equations 

• how do manipulate equations with more then one variable?  
 
CONTEXT of this 
LESSON: 
 

Where we’ve been 
 
We have worked with 
slope and some linear 
ideas in spaghetti lab.   

Where we are 
 
Today we put on the 
designers hat working 
with a LOGO 
COMPANY and linear 
equations. This will be 
done on the TI-84 

Where we are heading 
 
How can I use my 
knowledge of linear 
relationships to develop 
linear functions? 

 

Lesson Objectives: 
Task 1: Warm Up  
Task 2: Line Factory Logo Part 2: Partner Exchange w/ TI 84 Calculator 
Task 3: POW # 4: Aliens Attack 
 

Task 1: Warm Up 

1. Solve the following for b. 6 =
3
4
(3)+ b  

	  
 

2. For the following,  
- Write an equation for the given line on each graph  
- Graph the given equation on the axes provided (you will have two lines on each graph). 

 

€ 

y =  

€ 
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2y = −3x + 6      

€ 

y − 5 = −
1
2
(x + 6)      
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Task 2: Line Factory Logo Par 2: Partner Exchange 

Your Name:         

Name of Designer:         

Title of Design:       

What is the window they give you to view on the calculator? Write the numbers for 
your window below. Then, write the equations of the lines in the Design you have been 
given. Use the space below to show your work.  

 

Window  

X-Min   
X-Max:  
X-Scale:  
Y-Min:   
Y-Max:  
Y-Scale:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find Confirmation of TI-84 Screen with your partners design on it… completed:    

Equations:  

1:      7:     

2:     8:     

3:     9:     

4:     10:     

5:     11:     

6:     12:     
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Task 3: POW #4 Aliens Attack 

ALIENS ATTACK!!! 

Defend CAC!!! 
 

 

So the time has finally come for Aliens to Invade Earth!!! Bummer! They have 
decided to attack CAC and are currently bombing the campus. Luckily we 
have defenses… we just don’t know where to put them. Here is your mission!!! 

• You have 7-8 Cannon Turrets to place in the school (on x axis).  
• Sadly each Cannon can only fire once and you need to input the 

equation of Laser Beam (equation of the line )  
• Lastly you need to hit each bomb at least twice to destroy it! You have to 

do it all at once… SNEAK ATTACK! 

 

 What will be the locations of your Cannon Turrets? 
 What will be the Equations for your Laser Beams?  
 You must turn in your attack plan by Monday, January 31 

 

SAVE CAC… BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!!! 
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